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Another Evangelism: Missionary Visuality as Transcultural Conversations in China and Japan, from Pre-modern to Modern Periods

From the first-arrived Christian disseminating the faith to the Jesuits functioned as Qing court painters, mis-
sionary of Christianity intermittently survived in East Asia for more than thousands of years. Not only in China, 
evangelists also preached in Japan. Between the end of the Sengoku era and the establishment of the Edo Bakufu, a 
very short period notwithstanding, the Jesuits, through Japan, introduced the most advanced European printing tech-
nology to East Asia at the contemporary date. Its arrival also brought inspirations and impacts to some of the 
autochthonous art forms in Japanese territory. Across the broad timeline, this article, using the existing scholarship, 
traceable historical documents, and other relevant research sources, presents a relatively continuous and organised 
missionary visual manifestation being cross-cultural communications in terms of three central topics: coexistence of 
diversity, the politics of mimicry, and for surviving or for belief.

Coexistence of diversity

Following Persian monk Aluoben’s⑴ arrival in Chang’an (now Xi’an) in 635, the Nestorian sect of Christianity 
started the first evangelistic enterprise in Tang China.⑵ It is noteworthy that Aluoben came to China with jingxiang 
经像.⑶ Jing refers to sacred scriptures or sutras in ancient Chinese, and xiang pictures or portraits.⑷ Aluoben 
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Abstract
This research note presents a brief summary and analysis of the non-cartographic visual manifestations in 

European missionary activities in China and Japan from the first Christian evangelist’s arrival in China to the 
eighteenth century. Acknowledging that a limited number of relics remain to date and relevant primary source 
materials are sparse due to the destruction by historical persecutions, it is necessary to cover a wide range of eras 
for this research to collect relatively convincing data. The writing characterises the principal visual imagination 
appearing throughout the evangelism enterprises in both nations in terms of three sub-titles: co-existence of diver-
sity, politics of mimicry, and for survival or for belief. The research firstly analyses how various religions 
synthesised with Christianity in China. It then demonstrates the function and impact of European ecclesiastic arts 
on domestic visual practices during the missionary activities in China and Japan. Finally, the work outlines the 
artistic act in missionary work in China, and reveals a unique phenomenon of being a derivative of evangelism 
originated in Japan: crypto-Christian drawings and fumi-e art. Building upon these analyses, the research, on the 
one hand, highlights the European evangelical missions during the period as cross-cultural communications. On 
the other hand, it shows the local attitudes and practices towards modern visual technology, such as copperplate 
printing techniques, introduced by missionaries into China and Japan at the date. It also provides a reference for 
comparative study of evangelical visuality in other regions, and a backdrop for further research into nineteenth-
century missionary visual culture in the two nations in question.
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──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
⑴　Also known as Olopun, Olupen, Alopên, and A-lo-pen.
⑵　10-11 line, Da Qin jingjiao liuxing Zhongguo bei 大秦景教流行中国碑 (The Xi’an Stele or the Nestorian tablet of 781). Literal 

translation: Stele on the propagation of the luminous religion of Da Qin. Da Qin is the name referring to the Eastern Roman Empire 
(Byzantine empire) in Han China. It remained the same on the Xi’an Stele, albeit the fact that the appellation of the Byzantine Empire 
has been changed to Fulin during Tang dynasty.
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appears to have reached the land not only with textual books but image materials of Christian religion. Nevertheless, 
this interpretation can be debated. Tanghuiyao, a historical record compiled in 961 of the achievements in Tang, 
documented in the volume 49 that Aluoben arrived in the capital of Tang China with jingjiao 经教 (sacred scrip-
tures) in lieu of jingxiang 经像.⑸ The relevant part traversing the entire passage has either not any vocabulary with 
regard to image. Additionally, unlike Byzantine art, iconographic tradition played a very weak role in the doctrine of 
Eastern Syriac churches. Apart from the documentation on the Xi’an Stele, the literary evidence assuming that Aluo-
ben entered in Chinese soil with Christian images is unclear. However, the record, in the same volume of 
Tanghuiyao, concerning Manichaeism offers some insights and indications for unravelling the myth. Manichaeism, 
at the time, was also permitted to establish temples for mission work.⑹ The evangelical practice of Manichaeism 
was propagating its religious faith by means of image. Its founder Mani received good education in art since youth 
and later encouraged use of visual (pictorial) vehicle in his religion to illuminate the Manichaeism doctrines. Mani 
even furnished his holy book, Arzhang, with exquisite illustrations drawn by himself.⑺ In addition, it is important to 
note that Syrian Christians also utilised images in their religious and missionary history, when the enterprises 
expanded to the Central Asia and East Asia in particular.⑻ Moreover, from the temporal view of history, seventh 
century endorses the testimony of Abraham bar Lipeh, who considered ‘the image of Christ is a liturgical 
imperative’.⑼ Therefore, it is presumable that Aluoben perhaps received inspiration and influence from Manichaean 
mission, and turned to considering visual practice also as a vital means in Christianising enterprises. Thus, it is rea-
sonable and safe to make an assumption that Aluoben brought religious images with him, provided he had a certain 
period of residency experience in any of the Christianity-centred city, such as Kashgar or Samarkand, in the Central 
Asia before his arrival in China. If all of these speculations were verified, the theory, Tanghuiyao mis-transcribed or 
rewrote the jingxiang 经像 on the Stele to jingjiao 经教 during the compilation,⑽ can perhaps be attested.

Whether Aluoben carried sacred images or illustrated scriptures with him arriving in China has yet fully evi-
denced, but this evangelical mission is no doubt the first encounter between Christianity and China. The Xi’an Stele 
became the first visual corroboration of the East Asian Christianisation.⑾ During the An Lushan Rebellion (755-
763), Emperor Suzong bestowed missionary Yazdbozed with establishing Nestorian temples in five prefectures for 
his contribution in suppressing the rebellion under the General Guo Ziyi.⑿ In 781, Emperor Dezong erected the 
Stele to commemorate the missionaries from Da Qin alongside documenting their evangelical activities in Tang 
China. The Nestorian Tablet of 781, measuring the height as 279cm and the width 99cm, is made of limestone, the 
top part of which is adorned with a relief of propitious cloud, a traditional pattern symbolising auspiciousness in 
Taoist art. A Christian cross, or precisely a figure of ten,⒀ standing on a Buddhism lotus is carved above the heading 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
⑶　12 line, the Xi’an Stele: Daqinguo dade aluoben, yuanjiang jingxiang laixian shangjing 大秦国大德阿罗本，远将经像来献上京 

(Virtuous Aluoben brought sacred texts and pictures far from the East Roman Empire to the capital [Chang’an] for offering them to 
the Emperor). The translations hereby are attempted by the author. Other reliable translations published in English or French can refer 
to, Alexander Wylie, “The Nestorian Tablet of Si-Ngan-Fou,” Chinese Researches (1897), 24-77; Paul Pelliot, L’inscription nestori-
enne de Si-ngan-fou, edited with supplements by Antonino Forte (Scuola di Studi sull’Asia Orientale, Collège de France, and Institut 
des Hautes Etudes Chinoises, 1996), 173-309.
⑷　Pengnian Chen and Yong Qiu compiled, Guangyun vol.3 (ca.1008), 42. Shen Xu, Shuowen jiezi vol.8 (ca.100-121), Renbu 人部 (the 

radical part of human).
⑸　Pu Wang compiled, Tanghuiyao vol.49 (ca.961), Da Qin Si 大秦寺 (Temple of the Easter Roman Empire): Bosiseng aluoben, yuan-

jiang jingjiao, laixian shangjing 波斯僧阿罗本，远将经教，来献上京 (Persian monk Aluoben brought sacred scriptures far from the 
Easter Roman Empire to the Emperor of China).
⑹　Wang, Tanghuiyao vol.49, Moni Si 摩尼寺 (Temple of Manichaeism).
⑺　Hongyan Mu, “Monijiao jingshu chatude yishushi yiyi (Art Historian Meaning of the Illustrations in Manichaeism Holy Books),” 

Meishu yanjiu Art Research 4 (2017): 62-3.
⑻　Ken Parry, “Images in the Church of the East: the Evidence from Central Asia and China,” Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 78 

(1996): 144. See also Aurel Stein, On Ancient Central-Asia Tracks (Macmillan, 1933).
⑼　Parry, “Images in the Church of the East,” 153.
⑽　Pelliot, L’inscription nestorienne de Si-ngan-fou, 231, 351-2.
⑾　In terms of the debate surrounding the authenticity of the Stele, see Pelliot, L’inscription nestorienne de Si-ngan-fou, 147-166.
⑿　23-4 line, the Xi’an Stele.
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name of the tablet, Da Qin jingjiao liuxing Zhongguo bei 大秦景教流行中国碑 (Stele on the propagation of the 
luminous religion of Da Qin). Each end edge of the cross is decorated with three curving cloud. The lotus with the 
cross on it is flanked on both sides by a Chi 螭 (a species of hornless dragon), one of the spirit animals in ancient 
China. Lily, nowadays being considered as a token of the purity of the Virgin Mary, is carved on each side of the 
Chi. Undoubtedly, the Xi’an Stele is the earliest visual representation of missionary art formed in the context of 
evangelisation in East Asia, which is also a significant paradigm picturing the coexistence of diverse religions both 
from the West and the East.

This Nestorian mission terminated by the incrimination of the imperial edict of 845⒁ by Emperor Wuzong. The 
edict and the accompanying persecution, in fact, aimed at Buddhists and the dissemination of Buddhism. Empress 
Wu Ze Tian fervently supported Buddhism in order to utilise it to consolidate her political position, which caused an 
over-expanded governing community of monasteries. By the period of Emperor Wuzong, excessively growing mon-
asterial economy and military power severely infringed feudal ruler’s authority, in addition to the conspicuous 
doctrinal divergence between Buddhism and Taoism, the national religion during the Wuzong era.⒂ Accordingly, 
persecution became inevitable when one religious thought noticeably challenged the dominant ideology in a state 
ruled by feudalism system, albeit the inclusiveness toward alien culture in Tang dynasty. Though Christianity and 
other foreign religions were not the target in that nation-wide suppression, neither did they receive a particular toler-
ance from the emperor, Christian mission disappeared by that year until its re-emergence in the second half of the 
thirteenth century.

The second occurrence of Christian evangelism was in 1277, the dawn of the founding of the Mongol China 
(Yuan dynasty). All the clergies was addressed as Yelikewen throughout the official documents regardless of sects, 
notwithstanding the presence of miscellaneous designations including Roman Catholic,⒃ Nestorian,⒄ and different 
branches of Eastern Christianity, such as Armenian, Byzantine, and Monophysite Christians.⒅ It is interesting to 
note that Yelikewen Christians were in some historical records in Yuan China also appellated as Buddha.⒆ American 
scholar Owen Lattimore, in 1932, discovered slabs carved with figure of ten standing on Buddhism lotus in Inner 
Mongolia, and published his research in the The Geographical Journal.⒇ This report is one of the most significant 
references regarding the thirteenth- and fourteenth-century missionary visual culture in East Asia, which also offered 
a new chapter for the investigations on Christian art in pre-modern China.

A cross standing on lotus analysed in Lattimore’s paper is by no means an isolated or unusual instance. Apart 
from the similar design shown on the Xi’an Stele in Tang, a cross placed with the other sacred symbols from the 
East other than lotus was also a favoured taste commonly appeared in Yuan missionary visual culture. This visual 
convergence of multi-religions, for instance, is well embodied in the combination of cross, dove, and swastika on 
some bronze amulets unearthed in Inner Mongolia.㉑ Some of the studies contend that it was in fact the Lamaism 
assimilated the culture of foreign religions including Christianity, rather than the vice versa.㉒ Besides, crosses cra-
dled by a synthesis of auspicious cloud and lotus flowers can also be seen on the stone fragments discovered in the 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
⒀　Precisely to say, it is a figure of ten ‘十字者取像人身’, according to Xiang Liang, Zhishun Zhenjiang zhi (The Chronicle of Zhenji-

ang in the Zhishun Era), vol. 9, Seng si (Monks and Temples), Da xingguo si (Big Temple of Xingguo).
⒁　Also known as Hui Chang Suppression of Buddhism.
⒂　Regarding the religious suppression under the 845 edict and its background, see also Kenneth Ch’en, “The Economic Background 

of the Hui-ch’ang Suppression of Buddhism,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 19 (1956): 67-105.
⒃　Roman Catholic Christianisation was led by Franciscan missionaries during the period.
⒄　There is no strong evidence to support a continuity between the Nestorians of the Tang and those of the Yuan era.
⒅　Nicolas Standaert, Handbook of Christianity in China (Brill, 2001), vol.1: 63, 68-78.
⒆　See Yuan shi (History of Yuan Dynasty) vol.32 (Zhonghua shuju, 1976), Benji No.32, Wenzong No.1.
⒇　Owen Lattimore, “A Ruined Nestorian City in Inner Mongolia,” The Geographical Journal 84 (1934): 481-497.
㉑　Henri Bernard, “Notes sur l’histoire ancienne du christianisme en Extrême-Orient,” Monumenta Serica 1:2 (1935): 482-4. As for a 

detailed analysis, see Louis Hambis, “Notes sur quelques sceaux-amulettes nestoriens en bronze,” Bulletin de l’École français 
d’Extrême-Orient 44:2 (1951): 483-526.
㉒　Bernard, “Notes sur l’histoire ancienne du christianisme en Extrême-Orient,” 485. Moule, “The Use of the Cross among the Nesto-

rian in China,” 81.
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Cross Temple in Fangshan district in Peking (known as the Fangshan Cross Temple or Fangshan Cross Monastery). 
Within the same monastery, a larger carving, Yuan bei (Monument of Yuan Dynasty),㉓ also presented a visual 
hybrid of Christianity and Chinese culture. The monument was inscribed Chici shizisi beiji 敕赐十字寺碑记 (Impe-
rial Memorial and Inscription on the Cross Temple), on the headstone of which a figure of ten surrounded with 
flame pattern is sculpted on a jewelry-shaped circle held by two entwined dragons. This monument, to date, is the 
second known large-size stone with a cross shape carved on it, in China, other than the Nestorian Monument of 
781.㉔ Alongside of the finds in Inner Mongolia and Beijing, carvings excavated in Xinjiang㉕ and Quanzhou㉖ also 
deserve an attention. For instance, in addition to a lotus, the Zaitun (or Zaytun) cross㉗ are further incorporated with 
a small Buddha, ciborium (canopy), or angelic motif.

The Yelikewen relics (mainly gravestones) found in Quanzhou and Yangzhou bear a miscellany of angelic fig-
ures, one type of which is wingless male angels.㉘ The figures wear kasaya (or the Buddhism robes of other sorts) 
commonly with flying ribbons and draperies to create airy effects, and hold a lotus-integrated cross with the clasped 
hands. Another group is winged angels. The figures are designed with four wings wearing no ribbons. Angels of this 
kind have a variety of covering on their heads: biretta, keffiyeh, three-pointed caps, Mongolian hats, or Chinese 
guanmao (headwear of officials in the central-plain court). It appears that the four-winged angel is a design bor-
rowed from ancient Greek and Persian winged deity, and the headdress significantly demonstrates Persian and 
Islamic influence.㉙ Beyond angels, furthermore, the earliest image of the Virgin Mary discovered on the Christian 
tombstones in Yangzhou also characterised the Yuan missionary visual culture which indicates connections to west-
ern Christian art. For example, the Madonna shown on the Katerina Tombstone shares analogous archetype with the 
Maestà (Madonna with the Infant Jesus in Majesty) painted by the coetaneous artists in the sphere of western art, 
such as Giotto and Duccio (Figure 1 and 2).㉚ All of these artistic and cultural impacts seems to have been brought 
by Christian missionary into East Asia at the time. The unearthed relics undeniably evidenced the visual syncretism 
of diverse eastern religions and Christianity, though still without being emancipated from a sense of vulgarity like-

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
㉓　Two giant stone blocks were discovered in the temple, Yuan bei and Liao bei (Monument of Liao Dynasty), but only Yuan bei has 

cross image on it. It was believed that both steles were produced at the end of the thirteenth century, but recent studies suggest that 
the Yuan Monument might be re-carved during Ming dynasty. See Arthur C. Moule, “The Use of the Cross among the Nestorian in 
China,” T’oung Pao 28 (1931): 82-3. Xiaofeng Tang and Yingying Zhang, “Fangshan Cross Temple (房山十字寺) in China: Over-
view, Analysis and Hypotheses,” in Paulos Z. Huang edited, Yearbook of Chinese Theology, vol.4 (Brill, 2018): 82-94. Zhaohui Bao, 
“Yuandai Fangshan jingjiao shizi si (The Fangshan Nestorian Cross Temple in Yuan Dynasty),” Tianfeng 1 (2019): 41.

㉔　Pingfang Xu, “Beijing Fangshan shizi si yelikewen shike (Yelikewen Slabs of the Fangshan Cross Monastery in Peking),” Zhong-
guowenhua (Chinese Culture) 2 (1992): 186.
㉕　Xu, “Beijing Fangshan shizi si yelikewen shike,” 184. See also Zhaohui Bao, “Xinjiang Alimali xuliyawen jingjiao bei (Almalik 

Nestorian Tablet with Syriac Scripts in Xinjiang),” Tianfeng 12 (2018): 36-7.
㉖　Qinzhang Yang, “Shilun Quanzhou niesituolijiao yiwu (A Survey on the Nestorian Relics in Quanzhou),” Haijiaoshi Yanjiu (Jour-

nal of Maritime History Studies) (1984): 87-8. Daoyi Ye and Cheng Zhi, “Quanzhou faxian yelikewen Wu anduonisi bei (The 
Tombstone of Archbishop Antonius Wu Discovered in Quanzhou),” Haijiaoshi Yanjiu (Journal of Maritime History Studies) (1986): 
93-7. Qinzhang Yang and Dasheng Chen, “Récentes découvertes à Quanzhou (Zaitun),” trans. Lombard Denys and Salmon Claudine, 
Archipel 39 (1990): 81-91.

㉗　Zaitun is the old name for Quanzhou. In respect to the research surrounding the Zaitun cross, see the significant research John Fos-
ter, “Crosses from the Walls of Zaitun,” Journal of Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland 1-2 (1954): 1-25.

㉘　Some scholars, such as Dr. Otto Kurz, consider that they are actually female angels; for they presume the Chinese craftsmen 
attempted to sculpt Asparasas of Buddhist art.

㉙　Some of the tombstones are even shaped as pointed arch, which obviously is a borrowed visual culture from Islamic origin. See 
also Foster, “Crosses from the Walls of Zaitun,” 2, 12. Youxiong Wu, “Fujian Quanzhou faxiande yelikewen [jingjiao] bei (Nestorian 
[Yelikewen] Stone Carvings Exvacated in Quanzhou, Fujian Province),” Kaogu (Archaeology) 11 (1988): 1019. Zhaohui Bao, “Yuan-
dai Quanzhou jingjiao shike zhong de tianshi xingxiang (Angelic Figures on the Quanzhou Nestorian Stone Carvings in Yuan 
Dynasty),” Tianfeng 4 (2019): 52-3; “Yuandai Quanzhou Andelu zhujiao de ladingwen mubei (The Quanzhou Latin Tombtone of the 
Bishop Andrews in Yuan Dynasty),” Tianfeng 6 (2019): 54; “Yuandai Yangzhou jingjiao bei (Yangzhou Nestorian Stone Tablets in 
Yuan Dynasty),” Tianfeng 2 (2019): 52-3; “Yuandai Quanzhou jingjiaobei zhong de shizijia (Crosses on the Quanzhou Nestorian 
Stone Slabs in Yuan Dynasty),” Tianfeng 3 (2019): 47-8.
㉚　See a debate in Francis A. Rouleau, “The Yangchow Latin Tombstone as a Landmark of Medieval Christianity in China,” Harvard 

Journal of Asiatic Studies 17 (1954): 352-9.
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wise the Xi’an Stele.㉛

This inclusive and vulgar missionary visual culture in 1368, a transit period from Dynasty Yuan to Ming, came 
to an end. Subsequently and accordingly, the first mission work of Roman Catholic led by Franciscans also com-
pletely varnished, albeit its unnoticeable presence throughout Yuan.㉜ The fall of Yuan dynasty was not the direct 
reason for the second decline of evangelical mission in East Asia. An internal cleavage within the Order of the Friars 
Minor and the outbreak of black plague in the 1350s in Europe brought the Christianisation to an inexorable 
disappear.㉝ Nevertheless, ups and downs are perpetual alternations in any matter. From fifteenth to sixteenth cen-
tury, constantly expanded colonial endeavours and notorious the Reformation triggered the most rapidly and 
extensively developed evangelisation across the world. The East Asian missionary visual culture, on the contrary, 
was fated to be monotone and vapid for that massive dissemination of Christianity.

The politics of mimicry

On the December 3, 1552, Francis Xavier (ca.1506-1552), the founder of the Jesuit’s mission in East Asia, per-
ished in Canton.㉞ The time he arrived in China was in the declining Ming. Inside the Shanhaiguan,㉟ peasants 
revolted to the Ming court due to its bureaucratic corruption and living destitution. Outside of it, the emerging power 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
㉛　The vulgarity hereby refers to the vulgarity of “the herd of pretenders (…) to what is not natural to them” by William Hazlitt, and 

to the vulgarity of “inner contradiction” by George Santayana.
㉜　Arnulf Camps, Studies in Asian Mission History (Brill, 2000), 106-8.
㉝　Samuel H. Moffett, A History of Christianity in Asia: Beginnings to 1500 (Harper, 1992), vol.1: 471-6. Standaert, Handbook of 

Christianity in China, vol. 1: 97.
㉞　Louis Pfister, Ru hua yesuhuishi liezhuan (Notices biographiques et bibliographiques sur les Jésuites de l’ancienne mission de 

Chine, 1552-1773), trans. Chengjun Feng (Commercial Press, 1938), 8, 12.

Figure 1　Detail of the Madonna and Child of the 
Yangchow Latin Tombstone of 1342, plate IV in Fran-
cis A. Rouleau, “The Yangchow Latin Tombstone as a 
Landmark of Medieval Christianity in China,” Harvard 
Journal of Asiatic Studies 17 (1954): 364.

Figure 2　Giotto (ca.1266-1337), Virgin and Child 
enthroned, tempera on wood, 325x 204cm, ca.1300-
1305. Le Gallerie Degli Uffizi.
https://www.uffizi.it/en/artworks/virgin-and-child-
enthroned-surrounded-by-angels-and-saints-ognissanti-
maesta
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of Manchu eight banners was eager for unleashing the monsters of war along the frontier in the north. Coincidently, 
the period in Japan Xavier visited (August 1549 – November 1551) was also in a chaotic era, the Country at War.

Amid the separatist forces and fierce political rivalry, some of the daimyo (feudal lord) were craving new 
thoughts and advice from the West on weaponry and religious restraint for Buddhism. These pro-West feudal lords 
earnestly advocated foreign potency and functioned as the backing of the Christian mission (dominated by the Soci-
ety of Jesus), in order to balance the growing power in Buddhist monasteries as well as to gain the absolute 
authority. In the meantime, reasonably, the rivals turned to be aggressively hostile to the missionary that offered 
armaments and patronage to their opponents. Correspondingly, in the event that the anti-Christianity side succeeded 
during the course of the constantly shifting alliance, a Christian persecution appeared to be inescapable. Oda Nobu-
naga who was a fervent proponent of Christianity ultimately was not crowned the victory. In July, 1587, Toyotomi 
Hideyoshi issued Bateren tsuihorei (the Expulsion Edict) and began expelling missionaries. Following the founding 
of the Edo Bakufu in 1603 by Tokugawa Ieyasu, Tokugawa Hidetada promulgated in 1614 more rigorous decrees 
and stringent measures to restrain Christian propagation. With the establishment of Shumon Aratame Yaku (the 
Christian Inquisition Office) in 1640, newly initiated draconian forms of punishment drove the Christianity suppres-
sion to the climax. After the severe persecution between 1614 and 1644, evangelical mission in Japan, with the 
martyrdom of the last missionary Mantio Konishi (or Mancio Konishi),㊱ declared its finish in 1644.㊲ The ephem-
eral nature of the Japan Catholic mission is not only a result of the political turbulence within the nation, but perhaps 
also by cause of missionaries’ cultural superiority and their west-centric worldview in the midst of the evangelical 
work. Inasmuch as this upstart notion intermingled with the cultural adaptation policy, missionaries did accommo-
date Japanese culture on the one hand, but subtly attempted to erase the domestic religious belief on the other. The 
mission with this attitude unavoidably provoked antagonism and resistance in the indigenous inhabitants.㊳ The 
Catholicism’s mission in the pre-modern East Asia did not conquer the people’s mind.

Nevertheless, it is precisely this evangelical enterprise starting in those turbulent days opened a unique and cru-
cial chapter for the missionary visual culture in the Ming-Qing China and Edo Japan. What remained in the East 
Asian land was not just the mission-recorded stone carvings in China, but also copious western visual arts, technolo-
gies, and science imported by missionaries. On the other side, the Christianising practice in Japan played a 
remarkable role in the East Asian missionary visual representation between 1583 and 1614, even though it was 
momentary and tumultuous. As early as 1549, Xavier has entered in the soil of Kagoshima with illustrated biblical 
texts, moreover with an oil painting of the Annunciation and of the Virgin and Child. Unlike the vague mission pol-
icy for Aluoben, use of image was significantly vital in the ecclesiastical context supporting Xavier. The core 
conception of the Jesuit explicitly demonstrated that visual representation is more powerful than words.

Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus, described his own experienced vision as ojos interores 
(interior eyes) in his biography, and claimed that visuality is the most potent one amidst the five senses.㊴ His mono-
graph Exercitia spiritualia (Spiritual Exercises) zealously lays stress upon composition of place (or mental 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
㉟　Shanhaiguan is one of the most important passes of the Great Wall. Guannei (inside the pass/shanhaiguan) signifies the inner part 

and internal matters, and guanwai (outside of the pass) the external affairs during the period.
㊱　Kentaro Miyazaki, “Roman Catholic Mission in Pre-Modern Japan,” in Handbook of Christianity in Japan, ed. Mark Mullins (Brill, 

2003), 4, 15.
㊲　With respect to the Christian Period in Japan, the historical period varies in terms of different research. For instance, 1542-1640 

defined by Charles R. Boxer, 1542-1638 by Michael Sullivan, 1549-1622 by Gauvin Alexander Bailey, 1549-1614 by J. F. Moran and 
Kataoka Yakichi, 1559/1571-1639 by Yoshitomo Okamoto, and 1549-1644 by Kentaro Miyazaki are some of the known instances. I 
confined the era to between 1549, the arrival of Xavier, and 1626, the year the fumi-e system (one of the measures to locate alleged 
converts) proclaimed.

㊳　Samuel Lee, Rediscovering Japan, Reintroducing Christendom: Two Thousand Years of Christian History in Japan (Hamilton 
Books, 2010), 118-9. The title of this book is misleading, but the opinion posed in it regarding the reasons for the failure of Christian-
isation in Japan worth a notice. As for the mission policy, see also Ikuo Higashibaba, Christianity in Early Modern Japan: Kirishitan 
Belief and Practice (Brill, 2001), 12.

㊴　Cited in Gauvin Alexander Bailey, Between Renaissance and Baroque: Jesuit Art in Rome, 1565-1610 (University of Toronto 
Press, 2016), 7.
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representation of the place), and guides clergies and prayers to use their utmost imaging ability to picture the natural 
environment and surrounding decorations at Jesus Christ’s Nativity.㊵ Meanwhile, Loyola encourages use of sacred 
icons in churches as well as endorsing the power of sacred imagery.㊶ Spiritual Exercises is the foundational text of 
the Jesuit; it not only had impacts on the iconographic and thematic arrangements in early Jesuit’s church in Rome, 
but also was pivotal to the formation of Jesuits’ spiritual domain and the mission principles.㊷ The Jesuit, built upon 
the notion of Spiritual Exercises, illustrated ideals of Christianisation for other orders in East Asia,㊸ and established 
missionary policy for the following hundreds years: cultural and art mission. Even though the book did not have any 
illustration until seventeenth century, it was decisively influential in employing visual elements in Catholicism mis-
sion enterprise.

In 1593, the Evangelicae historiae imagines (The Illustrated Spiritual Exercises) by Jérôme Nadal (ca.1507-
1580) was published in Antwerp. This book, one of the earliest illustrated New Testament,㊹ was regarded as an 
embodiment and heritance of Ignatian spirit, which acted another vital part in missionary’s visual application. Saint 
Francis Borgia (ca.1510-1572), who inclined to use sacred pictures in his mission, hugely advocated for Nadal and 
his book. Moreover, Fundraiser Claudio Acquaviva (ca.1580-1615) even asked grant from the Duke of Parma to pay 
for a finer printmaking out of the order house for this illustrated Gospel.㊺ In the light of the endorsement and sup-
port from the congregation and its patrons, these illustrated biblical scenes with 153 copper etchings were engraved 
by the renowned Flemish printmaker Wierix brothers㊻ after paintings by Bernardino Passeri, Giovanni Battista 
Fiammeri, and Maarten de Vos.㊼ Henceforth, missionaries duplicated those illustrations and circulated them in the 
East Asian dioceses. Some of the missionaries working in China made extensive changes while using them in their 
own illustrated works; they imitated Asiatic, precisely Chinese, taste and infused it into the originals.

In 1605, Portuguese Jesuit Emmanuel Diaz the Elder (ca.1561-1639) carried Nadal’s illustrated Gospel into 
mainland of China and passed it to Jean de Rocha (ca.1583-1623) in Nanking. From 1619 to 1624, Rocha trans-
formed fifteen of the Wierx copperplate prints in Nadal into the works with painting style in Chinese tradition, and 
produced Song nianzhu guicheng 诵念珠规程 (Rules for Reciting the Rosary). This piece is evaluated, in Chinese 
history, as the first pictured account for western religion. In 1637, Italian Jesuit Giulio Aleni (ca.1582-1649) also 
took Nadal as prototype and published China’s first book that elucidated Christian doctrine with images, Tianzhu 
jiangsheng chuxiang jingjie 天主降生出像经解 (Illustrated Interpretation of the Jesus Christ’s Life in Chinese), in 
Quanzhou. Aleni incorporated abundant pictorial conventions pertaining to Chinese woodprints and paintings into 
his series, as well as borrowing Buddhist and Taoist elements throughout the work (Figure 3). True it is that the sub-
ject and narratives in both of the work by Rocha and Aleni are derived from the West, but the visual effects have 
been significantly sinicised in a coarse manner. However, it is no doubt that the two pieces are a paradigm and testi-
mony of the cultural adaptation policy for the East Asian mission in the sixteenth and seventeenth century. They 
mirrored the West’s mimicry of the cultural and artistic expressions in Chinese tradition, endeavouring to gain the 
acceptance from the domestic society. This phenomenon formed a conspicuously purposive synthesis in cross-cul-
tural visuality, and earned endorsements from the contemporary missionaries.㊽

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
㊵　Luo yaola (Ignatius of Loyola), Qiaozhi gangsi (George E. Ganss, S. J.), Shencao xin yiben (The Spiritual Exercises of Saint Igna-

tius: A Translation and Commentary), trans. Zhaoyuan Zheng (Ignatian Spirituality Center, 2011), 84.
㊶　Ganss, The Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius, 166.
㊷　Bailey, Between Renaissance and Baroque, 9.
㊸　The Jesuit under the Portuguese Padroado were the only Christian missionaries until 1631 in China and 1600s in Japan before 

joined by Dominicans, Franciscans, and Augustinians under the Spanish Patronato.
㊹　Another old illustrated New Testament is the Luther Bible (1522/34).
㊺　Bailey, Between Renaissance and Baroque, 10-2.
㊻　Johan Wierix (ca.1549-1615), Antoon Wierix, and Hieronymus Wierix (ca.1553-1619).
㊼　These preparatory paintings were the pieces reworked or redrawn by the mentioned artists from the sketches by Livio Agresti da Forlì.
㊽　The work Jincheng shuxiang 进呈书像 (Images in a Booklet Presented to His Majesty [English translation of the title by Nicolas 

Standaert]) composed by German Jesuit Johann Adam Schall von Bell (ca.1592-1666) almost completely duplicated Aleni’s. For a 
comparatively detailed account for the piece, see Nicolas Standaert, “Chinese Prints and their European Prototypes: Schall’s 
‘Jincheng shuxiang’,” Print Quarterly 23:3 (2006): 231-253.
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It has been assumed that, after the reproduction of 
Nadal’s illustrated Gospel in China, some of the seven-
teenth-century Chinese artists, such as Wu Bin, Ding 
Guangpeng, and Jiao Bingzhen, were inspired by the west-
ern aesthetic and imitated those foreshortening, shading, or 
elements of realism in the course of their own artistic 
creations.㊾ Yet, this conjecture has not been fully corrobo-
rated. In particular, those pictorial realism and atmospheric 
perspective with seemingly European-art taste can also be 
sensed in Northern-Song ink paintings, which made the 
works can hardly hit the direct European influences.㊿ We 
might merely have experienced a renaissance of Song-
dynasty painting stimulated by European engravings.� It 
appears that we re-entered into the vortex of a controversy 
resembling that in Yuan ‘whether it was Lamaism culture 
assimilated Christianity’s or the vice versa’. Regardless the 
primacy of inspiration in the interrelation between mission-
ary visual arts and Chinese literati paintings, Nadal’s 
Evangelicae historiae imagines undeniably had profound 
impacts on the missionary visual culture in the sixteenth- 
and seventeenth-century East Asia. Matteo Ricci (ca.1552-
1610) remarked in the May 12, 1605, that Nadal’s book is 
even more useful than the Bible itself; for, occasionally, it 
helps us to clarify better with presenting in front of the 
eyes for what we are unable to do so by words.�

It is much vital to note that the Nadal is an illustrated 
book produced by copperplate-printing technique; how-
ever, there was few artists in China having knowledge of 
making artworks by copper etching, before 1710s.� There-
fore, the regular practice for missionaries in China to 
reproduce those biblical images was to instruct Chinese engravers to re-cut them on wood blocks and had the arti-
sans reprint them by xylography. The creative process from copperplate to wood-blocking printing should be viewed 
as a form of innovative conversation between the western and eastern art technologies. In the meantime, this techni-
cal synthesis, to certain extent, can also be considered as a decolonised cross-culture intercourse.�

The ultimate purpose for all of these prints, whereas, was to support the evangelical mission as part of the colo-
nial expansion at the time, the somewhat creative and decolonising nature notwithstanding. Compared to early-
arrived oil paintings,� engravings and etching prints were the most influential and powerful means� in the 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
㊾　Michael Sullivan, The Meeting of Eastern and Western Art: from the Sixteenth Century to the Present Day (Thames & Hudson, 

1973), 64.
㊿　Sullivan, The Meeting of Eastern and Western Art, 63.
�　James Cahill, The Compelling Image: Nature and Style in Seventeenth-Century Chinese Paintings (Harvard University Press, 

1982), 76.
�　Henri Bernard, “L’art chrétien en Chine du temps du P. Matthieu Ricci,” Revue d’histoire des missions 12 (1935): 219.
�　Though copper-engraving reproduction had been invented in Song dynasty and was utilised to print some banknotes and commer-

cial advertisements, xylography was unquestionably the dominant printing method. From 1333 (the beginning of Yuan) to the middle 
era of Qing, copperplate technology has also been applied in printing books, but it was never popularized inasmuch as its exaggerated 
price. It has been claimed that the wide dissemination of copperplate-printing technology in China ought to be attributed to the arrival 
of Robert Morrison (ca.1782-1834) in 1807. See also Xiaoping Ji, “Jindai Zhongguo de tongban yinshuashu (Copper-printing Tech-
niques in Modern China),” Daxue tushuguan xuebao 3 (2002): 73-4.

Figure 3　Life and Passion of Christ in Giulio Alenio, 
Illustrated Interpretation of the Jesus Christ’s Life 
in Chinese (1640). Source: Harvard University.
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evangelism in early-modern Japan and Ming China by virtue of its affordable and efficient reproduction. From 
1570s to 1580s in Japan, under the support and advocacy from Omura Sumitada, Otomo Yoshishige (Sorin), Arima 
Harunobu, and Oda Nobunaga, Christian community increasingly grew and strengthened. By the year of 1581 in 
Japan, 75 missionaries were active in the field,� 150,000 converts (out of a population of twenty million), over 200 
churches were established, and more than fifty thousands devotional images were in need, according to a report by 
Luís Fróis (ca.1532-1597) to the Society of Jesus in 1584.� On the other side of the water, in China, Michele Rugg-
ieri (ca.1543-1607) in the correspondence to the Very Rev. Everard Mercurian in November of 1581 demanded 
illustrated biblical cycles from Macau,� and furthermore conveyed an urgent need on printed holy images of the 
Virgin Mary and the infant Jesus Christ in a letter to the Very Rev. Claudio Acquaviva on the January 25, 1584.� In 
fact, not only in East Asia, mission fields in India, like Goa, were also short of western religious paintings and 
prints. Kano school and other contemporary schools including Tosa and Sumiyoshi in Japan were commissioned to 
copy some of the religious artworks brought from Europe, but the quality, quantity, and working efficiency were 
unsatisfying to the church requirements.� Frequent needs on transportation of images through missionaries from 
Europe necessitated an immediate emergence of training the indigenous artisans to duplicate religious artworks in 
authentic western manner. The main goal of teaching and disseminating western visual technology at the time was to 
rapidly imitate and replicate religious images after the European prototypes. The start of this imitation and copy 
ought to be credited fully with Alessandro Valignano (ca.1539-1606) and a Jesuit artist Nicolao Giovanni (Niccolò 
Giovanni, ca.1560-1623).

Alessandro Valignano is a Jesuit missionary who was keen to introduce more modern methods;� moreover, at 
the very early stage of the mission, he has become aware of the need of an academy for instructing local inhabitants 
to copy western paintings and engravings. In October of 1580, Valignano founded two seminaries in Azuchi and 
Arima in Japan, and soon after this, in 1582, he conceived an embassy enterprise under the patronage of Omura, 
Otomo, and Arima. He took four young noble Japanese converts to visit Italy, Portugal, and Spain in order to have 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
�　Another instance regarding decolonised communication was Hua da 画答 (Answers for Paintings) composed by Francesco Sambi-

asi (ca.1582-1649) in 1629, which theoretically introduced western painting techniques and aimed to disseminate western art media 
in China. This piece is evaluated as a genuine cross-cultural activity in thoughts and technology, manifesting a nature of decolonisa-
tion, although the publication might merely served in response to the growing needs for artworks in the expanded evangelical 
enterprise.

 　See also Yu Zhang, “Tianzhu jiangsheng chuxiang jingjie: Zaoqi tianzhujiao zhongguohua de yishu (Illustrated Life of the Jesus 
Christ in Chinese: Early Sinicised Catholic Art),” Zhongguo zongjiao (Chinese Religion) 12 (2018): 72-3. Guanghua Hu, “Chuanji-
aoshi yu mingqing zhongxi huihua de jiechu yu chuantong, shang (Contacts and Communications between Missionary and Sino-
Western Painting in Ming and Qing, part one),” Meishu guancha (Art Observation) 10 (1999): 82.

�　European oil paintings have been brought into China by Franciscan mission in as early as fourteenth century, but none is preserved. 
See Francis Rouleau, “The Yangchow Latin Tombstone as a Landmark of Medieval Christianity in China,” Harvard Journal of Asi-
atic Studies 17 (1954): 358.

 　In sixteenth century, prior to the pieces carried by Xavier and Ricci to Japan and China, oil paintings seem to have been seen in 
Macau. See the journey records Quan Ye, Xianbo bian: Fulu lingnan youji (Virtue and Erudition: Appendix Travel Journal in Ling-
nan), composed in 1565. Fernao Mendes Pinto, Toyo henrekiki I (The Voyages and Adventures of Fernand Mendez Pinto), trans. 
Okamura Takiko (Heibonsha, 1979), 237.

�　Sullivan, The Meeting of Eastern and Western Art, 58.
�　The number increased to 134 by 1596.
�　Yoshitomo Okamoto, The Namban Art of Japan, trans. Ronald K. Jones (Weatherhill and Heibonsha, 1972), 25, 96-7. Gauvin 

Alexander Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Missions in Asia and Latin America, 1542-1773 (University of Toronto Press, 1999), 66.
�　The official and wide-spread missionary of the Jesuit began in 1583 after Ruggieri and Ricci received formal approbation from the 

emperor for their residency and Christian propagation in China, but Ruggieri had arrived in Macau in 1581 and started mildly evan-
gelical activity in the region.

�　Kaijian Tang, “Aomen: Xiyang meishu zai Zhongguo chuanbo de diyizhan (Macau: The First Site for the Dissemination of West-
ern Art in China),” Meishu yanjiu (Art Research) 04 (2002): 41. Original letter see also “Luo Mingjian zhi maierguliyaduonuo shenfu 
shu (Letter of Michele Ruggieri to the Very Rev. Everard Mercurian),” in Li Madou shuxin ji xia (Correspondence of Matteo Ricci 
II), trans. Luo Yu (Fu Jen Catholic University Press and Kuangchi Cultural Group, 1986), 434, 457.

�　Okamoto, The Namban Art of Japan, 96.
�　Charles Ralph Boxer, The Christian Century in Japan, 1549-1650 (University of California Press, 1951, 1967), 190.
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the Roman Curia and European aristocracy had a direct experience with Japanese converts, as well as by taking this 
chance to acquainted them with the glory of European religious art.� During the short stay in Macau en route for 
Europe, Valignano acquainted Giovanni who reached the city together with Matteo Ricci in August of 1582.�

On the 20 July, 1583, Nicolao arrived in Nagasaki as requested by Valignano, and appointed as the director of 
one of the departments affiliated to Arima seminary. After the poor health condition of two years, Nicolao in 1585 
founded the largest missionary art academy in Asia,� which is later known as Seminário de Pintura (the Seminary 
of Painters).� Though it was not until 1590 the academy has been formally operated, the training mission on reli-
gious oil painting had begun from the founding year.� Nicolao also made paintings himself along with teaching 
since his stay in Macau, among which the most important works would be his series of the Salvator Mundi. He cre-
ated three pieces of the subject. The first work was completed in Macau between August 1582 and July 1583 
(probably early in 1583) and remained in Macau; the second piece was made in 1584 for the Arima Church, which 
is the only work being not sent to China; the third one was painted in 1587, which was transported by the Vice-Pro-
vincial P. Gaspard Coelho into the mainland of China and ultimately presented to the Wanli Emperor by Matteo 
Ricci in 1601.� In addition to Nicolao’s contribution, painting works produced by his students in this art academy 
were also delivered to the churches in Kyushu and the mission field in China.� It is no surprise that none of those 
pieces had originality and modification; all the works was a mimicry of the European models used only for ecclesi-
astic purposes.

The Namban byobu (southern barbarian folding screen)� boomed during the period, to certain extent, also 
echoed the imitation of European religious art and connections between the evangelical activities and local society. 
Namban byobu is a representative of the art form in Momoyama Period, which was characterised by the sumptuous 
decorations and synthetic nature in its visual representation. The works usually depict Portuguese vessels and 
anchors with exotic objects from Europe on the left side (to the viewers), a namban gyoretsu� in the centre, and 
Christian elements, such as figures of missionaries and church buildings,� on the right part, accompanying assem-
bled Japanese figures. What these screens depicted is not an individual incident, but merely general picture 
describing the contacts of Portuguese with Japanese. According to Charles R. Boxer, namban byobu “owed nothing 
to Western inspiration in their technique, distinguished by a lavish use of gold leaf (…) lapis-lazuli”� other than its 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
�　This visit is also known as the Kyushu Embassy. See also J. F. Moran, The Japanese and the Jesuits: Alessandro Valignano in Six-

teenth-Century Japan (Routledge, 1993), 6-9. Okamoto, The Namban Art of Japan, 33. Some scholars contend that acquaintance 
with the religious art in Europe should not be regarded as one of their visiting purposes (personal communication with Prof. Masuda 
Tomoyuki who is affiliated to the Art History Department at Waseda University.)

�　It is said that Nicolao Giovanni also established an art academy in Macau, which is the earliest western art school in China, but 
more solid evidence and detailed investigation are in need. See Hu, “Contacts and Communications between Missionary and Sino-
Western Painting in Ming and Qing, part one,” 80.
�　This Jesuit painting school was also the only institution teaching European painting techniques in Japan at the time.
�　Historians, such as John McCall, Michael Sullivan, Money L. Hickman, also address the school as the Academy of St Luke, but 

Gauvin Alexander Bailey and Grace A H. Vlam claimed that this appellation has not been firmly attested and St Luke for the acad-
emy is a false name.

�　John E. McCall, “Early Jesuit Art in the Far East I: The Pioneers,” Artibus Asiae 10 (1947): 130.
�　Ricci also offered other small oil paintings alongside Nicolao’s Salvator Mundi to the emperor in the same year, which marked the 

first entrance of European oil painting at the imperial court in China. See also John E. McCall, “Early Jesuit Art in the Far East IV: In 
China and Macao before 1635,” Artibus Asiae 11 (1948): 47-8. Standaert, Handbook of Christianity in China, 815.

�　For instance, two of his most famous students might be Jacobo Niva (ca.1579-after 1635) and Emanuel Pereira (ca.1572-1630). 
After missionaries and converts were expelled from Japan, some of the converts fled to Macau with missionaries, and continued the 
reproduction of religious artworks as well as participating in the church construction in China. For the Japanese artists fled to China 
at the time, see for example Manuel Teixeira, The Japanese in Macau (Instituto Cultural de Macau, 1990).

�　Namban literally is ‘southern barbarian’ in Japanese referring to Portuguese and Spaniards, which is one of the four terms ‘Yi Man 
Rong Di 夷蛮戎狄’ initially used by Chinese to address people from southern (particularly southwestern) lands of ancient China.

�　A namban gyoretsu commonly signifies a procession of Portuguese cavaliers or noblemen headed by the captain-major and fol-
lowed by slaves or attendants.

�　The Christian elements disappeared after the mission prohibition of 1614 and were replaced by other pictures in Japanese style. For 
instance, Japanese merchants replaced missionaries and Buddhist symbols crosses.
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subject and motif.� Indeed, namban byobu epitomises eastern painting techniques, gelatin-binder based colourants 
on paper or silk, and on woodpanels. Nonetheless, the lavish use of gold and ultramarine colour is precisely the indi-
cation that Japanese byobu painters appear to have familiar knowledge of the interiors of European churches the 
missionary world.� On a namban screen by the School of Kano Mitsunobu made between late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth century, the creator used disparate colours of cleric gowns to distinctly discriminate the Jesuits (black) 
and Franciscans (brown), which suggests the painter’s knowledge of different Christian orders and their religious 
habits.� Another evidence demonstrating byobu painters’ understanding toward Christian mission and missionaries 
(or perhaps himself is a convert) is Yojin sogakuzu (Europeans Playing Music) now collected in the MOA Museum 
of Art in Shizuoka. It has been identified that the byobu was painted after several Catholic devotional prints, and its 
secular landscape is disguised Christian spirit, which was created for spreading the faith.� In a certain degree, the 
byobu with half-secular and half-Christian themes actually owns Japanese originality in composition, while other 
types of the screen, like those presenting maps or combats and some works commissioned possibly by Gamo Ujisato 
and Hosokawa Tadaoki, are faithful copies of European (particularly Spanish) subjects and design.� However, even 
the common-style folding screens with Japanese originality also owes inspirations to the return of the Jesuit Valig-
nano’s embassy in 1590.�

In 1590, a printing press arrived in Japan. Valignano wrote to Theotonio de Braganza in December of 1587 dur-
ing his stay in Goa on his way back to Japan with the daimyo’s envoys: “(…) I have ordered a printing press which I 
am taking with me to Japan, so that we can print there such books as fit for circulation in Japan (…)”.� In August, 
1590, he assembled a meeting in Kazusa and decided to employ the press into practices. Since the year, Nicolao’s 
seminary began teaching copperplate engraving in addition to oil-binding works,� and the year 1590 symbolises the 
virtual entrance of European copperplate-printing technology into East Asia. In a correspondence of Francisco Pas-
sio in 1594, the pupils of the academy were accomplished for their adherence to the engraving models from 
Europe.� Jesuits Pedro Gómez in 1593 and Luís Fróis in 1596 in their letters praised that Japanese students of the 
seminary were capable of engraving as natural, skillful, and indistinguishable as the images from Rome.� Follow-
ing the circulation of the technology, Japan developed various forms of the art in terms of printing location, specific 
technique, and content etched, being exemplified by Kazusa han, Amakusa han, Arima han, and Nagasaki han.�

Besides Japan, these highly proficient copies in copperplates, along with oil-pigment works, also supported the 
mission field in China, and earned appreciations from the educated class. In 1605, Matteo Ricci gave Ming publisher 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
�　Prof. Masuda considers that this might be a mistake by Boxer and the pigment used in the namban byobu is in fact azurite.
�　Boxer, The Christian Century, 200. For the visual hybridity and European influences in namban byobu, see for instance, Alexandra 

Curvelo, Namban Folding Screen: Masterpieces Japan-Portugal XVIIth Century (Chandeigne, 2015).
�　Okamoto, The Namban Art of Japan, 89.
�　Clement Onn, “Circulating Art and Visual Hybridity: Cross-Cultural Exchange Between Portugal, Japan, and Spain,” Renaissance 

Studies 34 (2019): 628-9. See also M. Antoni J. Üçerler, ed., Christianity and Cultures: Japan and China in Comparison, 1543-1644 
(Institutum historicum societatis Iesu, 2009), 113-25.

�　Naoko Frances Hioki, “Visual Bilingualism and Mission Art: A Reconsideration of ‘Early Western-Style Painting’ in Japan,” Japan 
Review 23 (2011): 25. Grace A. H. Vlam, “Kings and Heroes: Western-Style Painting in Momoyama Japan,” Artibus Asiae 39 (1977): 
220-250.
�　Charles Ralph Boxer, “Some Aspects of Portuguese Influence in Japan, 1542-1640,” in Papers on Portuguese, Dutch, and Jesuit 

Influence in 16th- and 17th-century Japan, compiled by Michael Moscato (University Publication of America, 1979), 109, 112, 122-
3.
�　Boxer, “Some Aspects of Portuguese Influence in Japan, 1542-1640,” 114.
�　This letter is the earliest traceable origin for the introduction of European printing press into East Asia. Boxer, The Christian Cen-

tury in Japan, 190.
�　Nicolao ceased teaching engraving after the press was sent to the Philippines in 1611.
�　Boxer, The Christian Century in Japan, 194, 199.
�　Paul Pelliot, “La peinture et la gravure européennes en Chine au temps de Mathieu Ricci,” T’oung Pao 20 (1920): 15-6. Bailey, Art 

on the Jesuit Missions in Asia and Latin America, 69. Original letters in Pedro Gómez, Lettera Annua del Giappone dal Marzo del 
1593 sino al Marzo del 94 (Zannetti, 1597), 69-70; Luís Fróis, Lettera Annua del Giappone dell’anno MDXCVI (Zannetti, 1599), 
78-9.
�　Sentaro Sawamura, “Nihon ni okeru syoki no yoga (Early European Paintings in Japan),” Kaikoku bunka (1929): 340-5.
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Cheng Dayue four engravings as presents, when they were acquainted with each other in Peking. It has been con-
firmed that one of four works, Madonna and Child, was made in 1597 in the Arima seminary after a Flemish plate 
by Hollander Hieronymus Willex, taken from a mural painting of the Nuestra Señora de Antigua in Seville Cathe-
dral. In the next year, Cheng re-cut the Madonna and Child alongside the other three pieces on wood and compiled 
into his monograph Chengshi moyuan.� Cheng’s publication signifies that the missionary visual culture during the 
period in China has begun spreading from up, court plane, to down, grassroots class. The cultural activity at grass-
roots level, which also mimicked European religious art, perhaps had no direct relation with ecclesiastic interest, but 
it is worth to note how missionaries functioned as a bridge in that up-to-down cultural transmission.

To summarise the discussion thus far, the politics of imitation in the missionary visual culture in China and 
Japan respectively generated its own philosophy. In Japan, seminary pupils copied European art for the increasing 
neophytes and newly-established churches. The works are skillfully indistinguishable from the European models. 
Moreover, the colour choice and theme on namban byobu, which is an art form not created for cleric purposes, 
appears to be also inspired by European religious art and the Catholic mission enterprise, albeit its originality in 
compositional design. On the other side of the water, in China, missionaries extensively imitated Chinese literati 
painting to acquire an acceptance and approval from Chinese society. Interweaving with copious artistic elements 
rooted in Chinese convention, those western copper-etched works transformed to utterly sinicised xylographic 
images that can barely be recognised as European originals. Whichever the imitation was, it served for the religious 
propagation. True it is that the nature of mimicry eclipsed the missionary visuality in Sengoku Japan and late-Ming 
China, but is not repeated imitation the quintessential character in religious world?

For surviving or for belief

Dissemination of Christianity acted no part in the eighteenth-century missionary visual culture both in Japan 
and China. In Japan, even though all the foreign missionaries were expelled by 1644, there were a multitude of 
indigenous converts remained in the land. They translated their Christian liturgy and rituals into an underground 
manner, and fashioned them into Kakure Kirishitan (Hidden Christian) era (1626-1873).� Japanese missionary 
visuality during the period still contained religious nature, but the ultimate visual works were no longer for the 
ecclesiastic aim. Being contemporary with in Japan, neither did evangelical visual culture in China concern Christi-
anity, albeit the involvement of missionaries. Evangelical activities were considerably restricted in China by reason 
of the Rites Controversy between the Roman Curia and Qing government and of the intermittent bans for foreign 
evangelisation from 1724 to 1811.� Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that missionaries were permitted to continue their 
work in the Forbidden City.

From the end of seventeenth century to the last quarter of eighteenth century, the evangelists (mainly the Jesu-
its) residing in Peking area were active as court artists and received commissions from the emperors. Some of the 
leading figures, such as Neapolitan Matteo Ripa (ca.1682-1745), Giuseppe Castiglione (ca.1688-1766), Jean-Denis 
Attiret (ca.1702-1768), even served in the Zaobanchu (Imperial Household Atelier) established inside the palace 
exclusively for the emperor. These court missionary artists not only diversified the species of arts in Qing dynasty, 
but taught other practitioners western art techniques and fashioned out a visual convergence of Chinese tradition in 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
�　According to Sullivan’s research, the other three works are of the Destruction of Sodom by Crispin de Passe, of Christ and St Peter 

by Anton Wierix after Martin de Vos, and of Christ on the Way to Emmaus from Nadal’s work. Sullivan, The Meeting of Eastern and 
Western Art, 59. See also Okamoto, The Namban Art of Japan, 46, 149-50. Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Missions in Asia and Latin Amer-
ica, 78, 98.
�　The period of the Kakure Kirishitan subtly varied in terms of different scholars. I confined it from 1626, the ending time of the 

Christian period discussed in the previous text, to 1873, the year that the Japanese government lifted the Christian ban and permitted 
conditional freedom for Christianising activities. But the official guarantee of fully liberating foreign religion was not made until the 
Promulgation of the Constitution of the Empire of Japan in 1889.

�　Anti-Christian sentiments had appeared in as early as 1669, and the intermittent Christian bans continued until the beginning of the 
nineteenth century. The prohibiting edicts were respectively issued in 1669, 1724, 1746, 1755, 1773, 1785, 1805, and 1811. See also 
Daniel H. Bays, Christianity in China: From the Eighteenth Century to the Present (Stanford University Press, 1996), 8-21. Camp, 
Studies in Asian Mission History, 109-110.
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painting and European convention in etching. The works they produced were served for commemorating battle vic-
tories as well as depicting imperial gardens, noble portraits, and cartography, abandoning European subjects and 
Christian themes. Their function was to please the emperor and conforming to his wishes. Amid those missionary 
artists, Ripa, who introduced copperplate art and copper printing technology into China, and Castiglione, who cre-
ated numerous works of art including scrolls, paintings and some of the designing scheme for the Yuanming Yuan, 
made a significant contribution to Chinese art industry during the Qing period.

In 1711, Ripa was conferred by the Kangxi emperor as an official foreign artist to work at Gongting huayua 
(Imperial Painting Department)� and began disseminating copperplate-printing techniques within the court. Thus, 
etching art and its printing technology were formally brought into China; Ripa trained the first group of copperplate 
etchers in China, which belated one hundred years comparing to Japan. The Kangxi-commissioned work Thirty-Six 
Views of the Imperial Summer Resort at Jehol produced by Ripa in 1713 was the first non-cartographic etching cre-
ated by missionary artists in China.� This set of engravings was brought back by Ripa with his return in Europe in 
1724 and became a fulcrum of English taste and aesthetic practice in gardens in the course of the eighteenth-century 
Romanticisation.� Despite the fact that Ripa is not a master of copperplate art and either not proficient at its etching 
mechanism in the regard of artistic contribution, he adopted domestic raw material in China to improve the recipe of 
corrosive substance. He even produced a printing press by using the local material provided by Qing court.� This 
eliminated the impediment of great reliance upon European supplies, which cultivated an independent and rich ter-
rain for further dissemination of the technology. What fundamentally differs Ripa’s etching development from 
Valignano’s is that Ripa’s mission barely assisted ecclesiastic enterprise. Ripa, to some extent, made no attempt, or 
had no opportunity to make an attempt, in spreading the Christian faith, in the world of emperor-centric feudal sys-
tem.

Giuseppe Castiglione is another example of being ‘missionary’ as artist relinquishing the religious propagation. 
Castiglione was first introduced as a painter to Kangxi in 1715 and commenced his artistic career immediately in the 
same year, of which length lasted for over fifty years. He processed a significantly vital status in the arts department 
of Qing court. Castiglione formed his own artistic trait by merging western painting subjects and techniques into 
Chinese drawings, and ultimately elicited a Castiglione trend in midst of his apprentices. He produced more than 
200 preliminary drawings for the copper prints documenting historical monuments for the Qing empire, and trans-
ported them back in France between 1765 and 1767 to be engraved by the first-class French artists. It took seven 
years for the entire etching works to be accomplished and finally returned to China in 1773. Castiglione passed 
away in 1766 and was not fortunate to witness the completed etching works; he did either not know that these pieces 
born from his hands were the finest manuscripts of the copper-etching art in China at the time.� In the Qianlong era 
(ca. 1736-1796), Castiglione also made a series of portraits for Qianlong emperor. Qianlong (ca. 1711-1799) lauded 
a xiang 像 (portrait) painted by him with xiezhen 写真 (mirror reality) for his exquisite techniques.� Apart from the 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
�　It is one of the two acquisitions of the Academy of Painting under the control of Zaobanchu at the court, accompanying another 

one Ruyiguan.
�　Guanghua Hu, “Chuanjiaoshi yu mingqing zhongxi huihua de jiechu yu chuantong, xia (Contacts and Communications between 

Missionary and Sino-Western Painting in Ming and Qing, part two),” Meishu guancha (Art Observation) 11 (1999): 75.
�　Basil Gray, “Lord Burlington and Father Ripa’s Chinese Engravings,” The British Museum Quarterly 22 (1960): 43. Arthur O. 

Lovejoy, Essays in the History of Ideas (The Johns Hopkins Press, 1948), 111-18, 122-35. Sullivan, The Meeting of Eastern and 
Western Art, 100-113. French Jesuit Jean-Denis Attiret has once given a long chapter of compliment about Chinese garden in his let-
ter in 1743, but it remained unclear whether his correspondences had likewise vital impacts on French garden design during the 
period.

�　Yuxi Wu, “Qing qianzhongqi xiyang tongdiaoban yinshuashu de liangdu chuanru (Introductions of Western Copperplate Printing 
Technology in Early and Middle Qing),” Lantai World (2010): 39. The import of authentic European printing press for copper-etch-
ing work appears to be in 1766 by two Chinese apprentices of French Jesuit Michel Benoist (ca.1735-1796). It is said that the two 
students brought the press back from France when they finished their study there, but to date this historical incident has not been 
firmly attested with tenable evidence.
�　Xiaojuan Feng, “Chuanjiaoshi yu qingdai gongting tongbanhua (Missionaries and Copper-Etchings in Qing Court),” Art Education 

Research 23 (2018): 11.
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preliminary manuscripts for copper etchings, a large number of Castiglione’s paintings are ink or watercolour on 
silk, which corroborated the theory that court missionary artist had to learn art techniques in Chinese tradition to 
conform to the emperor’s taste. Qing court’s permits to missionaries for their activities in capital area (even during 
the Christian prohibition period) attested that the government had no intention to further their faith propagation. In 
accordance with the historical circumstances and political practices at the time, missionaries could hardly gain resi-
dency as Christian evangelists at the date and their identity was mere immigrated foreigners serving purely 
emperor’s and his court’s domestic needs. It has been explicitly described by Jean-Denis Attiret in his letter to Mon-
sieur d’Assaut written on the November 1, 1743:

“Mes yeux et mon goût, depuis que je suis à la Chine, sont devenus un peu Chinois. (…) je n’ai rien peint dans 
le goût Européan. Il m’a fallu oublier, pour ainsi dire, tout ce que j’avais appris, et me faire une nouvelle 
manière pour me conformer au goût de la nation (…) Tout ce que nous peignons est ordonné par l’Empereur.”�

China’s neighbouring country, Japan, fashioned a distinctive ‘missionary’ visuality, kakure kirishitan bunka 
(crypto-Christian culture), which was not led by a single missionary or evangelical activity. The visual works cre-
ated through the period were neither by western evangelists nor for Europe’s Christianising business; they are an 
artistic legacy made by local inhabitants (the converts) in Japan. The hidden ‘missionary’ visual culture at the time 
is categorised into two veins: one is the sacred images created by underground Christians for secretly continuing 
their Christian faith and liturgical rituals; another is fumie,� which was produced to locate suspected hidden con-
verts and verify their belief.

Following the progressively stringent bans for Christian activities throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 
century, survived proselytes initiated sacred pictures with a syncretism of Buddhism, Taoism, and indigenous reli-
gions, in order to continue the forbidden mental belief in the meantime of assuring the physical life. Those liturgical 
paintings are commonly images re-drawn (osentaku お洗濯 in Japanese) on hanging scrolls basing on the European 
originals imported by missionaries during the Christian Era, and placed inside nando (a wooden closet without win-
dows) for the rituals in secret. They are named by nando-gami, god in closet, among which okake-e oshintai 
(hanging-scroll closet god) is the most commonly seen type.� In addition to images of Jesus Christ and other saints 
in an extremely limited amount, the Virgin and the Child was a subject favoured by the hidden Christians for the 
hanging scrolls. Receiving influence from the porcelain statues of the Goddess of Mercy and of the Goddess of Fer-
tility imported from China through the Sino-Japanese trade in seventeenth century, the images of the Virgin and the 
Child on the scrolls were redrawn in a Buddhism artistic manner and being very close in appearance to the Goddess 
of Fertility.� The scrolls of the Virgin of the Rosary with the Child Jesus and Virgin with the Child Jesus unearthed 
in Ikitsuki-shima are well-preserved instances (Figure 4). Other six kakure kirishitan works in a similar vein discov-

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
�　“Xiezhen shining shan, huiwo shaonianshi ‘写真是世宁擅，缋我少年时’ (Shining [Lang Shining, the Chinese name of Casti-

glione] is proficient at mirroring reality, he painted a portrait of me as a youth).” Qianlong Emperor, written in the upper-right part of 
the drawing Ping’an chunxin tu 平安春信图 (A message of spring [hereby it is also a metaphor of political power] and peace) by 
Giuseppe Castiglione, colour on paper, 68.8cm× 40.8cm, 1782. (Translations are by myself.) See also, Wu Hung, The Double 
Screen: Medium and Representation in Chinese Painting (Reaktion Books, 1996). Bi Xuemei, 2004.
�　Louis Patouillet and Nicolas Maréchal, edited, Lettres édifiantes et curieuse, écrites des missions étrangères vol.27 (Chez les 

Freres Guerin, 1773), 33, 46-7.
�　Fumi means tread on; e signifies picture or image. The combined word can be translated in English as an image used for being trod 

on.
�　Other types of nando-gami were also utilised, being exemplified by o-fudasama (paper amulet), media (medal), o-mizubin (water 

vase). All of the nando-gami are collectively classified as go-zensama (holy objects). See also, Takashi Nakajo and Ken’ichi Tan-
igawa, Kirishitan no seiga ‘Sacred Paintings of Kirishitan’ (Shogaku-kan, 1999), 131-4. Ann M. Harrington, “The Kakure Kirishitan 
and Their Place in Japan’s Religious Tradition,” Japanese Journal of Religious Studies 7:4 (1980): 319-22.
�　Regarding the imports of the porcelain guanyin xiang 观音像 (goddess statue) from China and the origin of the production of Japa-

nese kannonzo 観音像 (goddess figure) in early-Edo Japan, see Midori Wakakuwa, Seibozo no torai ‘The Coming of Goddess’ 
(Seido-sha, 2008).
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ered in the same site are painted mimicking the Fifteen Mysteries of the Rosary which was produced in Nicolao’s 
Seminary in Japan and used for the Jesuit’s mission during the Christian Period (Figure 5). Some of the hanging 
scrolls of the closet god were made by the Japanese Christian painters who fled to Macau during the Tokugawa per-
secutions and then smuggled back into Japan.� Besides disguised Virgin Mary on scrolls, hidden Christians further 
created kirishitan toro (‘Christian’ stone lantern)� for the private liturgical practice. The upper area of the sao (sup-
porting pole) of lanterns is normally engraved with camouflaged tokens representing cross or the Holy Spirit in 
Christianity. Relief of a standing statue of the Jesus Christ is carved in an arch-shaped ‘inner temple’ at the lower 
part of toro. 100

These exquisitely indigenised visual works by the crypto-Christians in Japan share immense commonalities 
with the sinicised images depicting Christianity in China, such as Rules for Reciting the Rosary and Illustrated 
Interpretation of the Jesus Christ’s Life in Chinese. What differs between them is that the illustrated Gospel narra-
tives circulated in China was produced by the Jesuits in order to obtain the approval and adoption from Chinese 
society, while the hanging-scrolls gods redrawn in Japan were for an unpermitted faith and avoiding persecutions. 
Nevertheless, it is indubitable that both of the re-created visual representation is attempts to present a western spiri-
tual world incorporating elements from Asian religions and conventions.

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
�　Boxer, The Christian Century in Japan, 200.
�　It is appellated as ‘Christian stone lantern’, but it has been attested by current researches that the toro is not a product of Christian-

ity (personal communication with Prof. Masuda Tomoyuki).
100　With respect to the detailed classification of various Christian lanterns and elaborated analysis of the disguised patterns on them, 

referring to the extensively researched work, Shigeo Matsuda, Kakure kirishitan no shinko to kirishitan toro ‘The Faith of Hidden 
Christians and Christian Lanterns’ (Dobun-kan, 1966), 13-24, 55-8, 61-107. See also Matsuda, Kirishitan toro no kenkyu ‘A Study of 
Christian Lantern’ (Doshin-sha and Dobun-kan, 1969); Kirishitan toro no nazo ‘The Mystery of Christian Lantern’ (Doshin-sha and 
Dobun-kan, 1976).

Figure 4　The Virgin with the Child Jesus, and 
Two Saints, in the Takashi Nakajo, and Ken’
ichi Tanigawa, Kirishitan no seiga ‘Sacred 
Paintings of Kirishitan’ (Shogaku-kan, 1999), 67.

Figure 5　The Fifteen Mysteries of the Rosary, in the 
Nakajo and Tanigawa, Kirishitan no seiga ‘Sacred Paint-
ings of Kirishitan’, 107.
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Contingent uniqueness is never an absence in the vicissitude of history. Over the same time period, another East 
Asian Christian visual culture, fumie, appeared in Japan concurrently. It was produced again neither by the hidden 
proselytes certainly nor by missionaries, but by the Japanese government. Fumie is an imaged plate produced for 
being disrespected, following the nation-wide promulgation of the decrees on Christianity prohibition during Edo 
Bakufu. Shogunate located and verified the suspected crypto-Christians through having them stepping on the plates 
casted the image of holy figures in Christianity such as the Virgin Mary or Jesus Christ. Fumie is an image of the 
kind created not for anything but treading on. The starting point of this culture is the first e-bumi practice conducted 
by Mizuno Morinobu (ca.1577-1637) in Nagasaki in 1626. Paper-made hanging scrolls or the confiscated sacred 
paintings which directly imported from Europe before 1614 were initially the main types for fumie; brass of copper 
trampling card has also been made since 1629. 101 Brass medal carved with cross or the Virgin manufactured in 
Madrid, which was brought into Japan during the Christian period, was inlaid in wooden board and used as ita fumie 
(plank treading card). 102 Some of the copper fumie were produced after the Flemish paintings carried by missionaries 
into Japan before the start of the persecution, which were once utilised as models for the Seminary.103

This anti-Christianity fumie system was soon introduced to China. From the second half of the seventeenth cen-
tury to the beginning of the nineteenth century, Qing government was also seeking the hidden proselytes through 
quasi-fumie. During the period, Chinese who were permitted for trade and residency in Nagasaki recorded how 
fumie served as an essential prerequisite for entering Japan.104 French Jesuit Jean de Fontaney (ca.1643-1710) also in 
the correspondence of January 1, 1704 to François D’Aix de La Chiase described:

“(…) Après cet examen on expose sur le tillac une plaque de cuivre longue d’un pied, et large d’un demi-pied, 
où l’image de Notre-Seigneur en croix est gravée, et on oblige un chacun à marcher sur cette image la tête 
découverte, et un pied nud. (…)” 105

Fumie is also touched by some literary works; for instance, the fifth chapter of Voltaire’s Candide and the elev-
enth chapter in the third volume of the Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift are worthy references. Moreover, 
Japanese painter Kobayashi Kokei once drew Itan (fumie) (Heterodoxy, Treading Card) to depict a scene of three 
females preparing for stepping on Christian sacred images. As the time matches into the nineteenth century, cartoons 
of fumie appeared as engraved photographs in British missionary periodicals, and photography further marked 
another era of missionary visual culture.

A tentative conclusion

Missionary visual culture is not a course of visualisation formed solely by Christian evangelists and their mis-
sion activities. It is a historical peregrination intermingled with diversity, complexity, and syncretism in culture, 
society, and varied visual agencies. (Chart 1) The East Asian evangelism visuality departed from China in seventh 
century with memorial stone slabs for Nestorians, and journeyed throughout the Yuan dynasty in accompany with a 
diverse range of images on the Christian tombstones. It reached its climax in the sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-
century China and Japan, during which copperplate-printing technology was introduced into East Asia and 
meanwhile missionaries trained the first local generation of western-art creators in the two nations. A multitude of 
European art pieces were also transported into East Asia at the time. From the middle of the seventeenth century, 
missionary visual culture in China and Japan has gradually detached from evangelical and ecclesiastical purpose, 
and respectively prevailed individual characteristics. Missionaries in China at the date survived purely as court art-
ists serving for the emperors; those in Japan have utterly disappeared, yet proselytes and the government built up 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
101　Yakichi Kataoka, Fumie and kakurekirishitan ‘Trampling Card and Hidden Christians’ (Tomo-shobo and Seiun-sha, 2014), 16-8.
102　Regarding well-studied various types of fumie, see Kataoka, Fumie and kakurekirishitan, 33-42, 38.
103　McCall, “Early Jesuit Art in the Far East I: The Pioneers,” 124, 127. Maurice Prunier, “Des peintures à fouler aux pieds,” Bulletin 

de la maison franco-japonaise (1939): 162-7.
104　Kataoka, Fumie and kakurekirishitan, 23, 98-9.
105　Charles Le Gobien, edited, Lettre édifiantes et curieuses, écrites des missions étrangères, vol. 17 (Chez J. G. Merigot, 1780), 380.
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their distinctive visual ideology: the crypto-Christianity visual culture and anti-crypto-Christianity one, fumie. In the 
nineteenth century, Britain as the world ruler started another samsara of Christianisation, and employed the most 
advanced visual technology in that era – photography – in its evangelical enterprise; but that appears to be a differ-
ent narration.

Chart 1　 A brief summary of the visual vicissitude of missionary culture in China and Japan building upon this 
paper-length research.

6th-9th century 13th-14th century 16th-17th century 17th-18th century 19th century

China Memorial stone 
carvings 
commemsorating 
Nestorian 
evangelists

Tombstones of 
Christian 
missionaries and of 
converts

Illustrated books with 
a visual hybrid of 
Chinese and 
European arts by 
local woodcut artists

Paintings (alongside 
other art crafts) 
purely in Chinese 
convention made by 
local/missionary 
artists

Photographs in 
missionary media

Magic lantern

Main sect Nestorian Nestorian, Catholic Catholic Protestant

Leading area Central Asia Central Asia, Italy Italy, France, Portugal Britain, France, 
America

Japan Replicated art works 
basing on European 
models

Domestic art form, 
namban byobu, 
presenting Christian 
elements

Hidden Christian 
painting

Fumie

Photographs in 
missionary media

Magic lantern

Main 
Technique

Carve Carve Paint, engrave, 
etching

Paint Photography

Material Stone Stone Paper, copper, wood Paper, silk, brass, 
copper

Paper, glass


